
My unadulterated feedback…Nordstrom has failed to modernize its marketing and customer intelligence 
capabilities and much like the “credit card machines” that lasted far too long in the modern digital era, 
seems to either lack the necessary leadership and/or motivation to change.  I assure you that motivation 
will come as you continue to see same store sales declines as you have in your previous quarterly 
results.   
 
Your CMO Mr. Dennehy, should be called to task, given a tough performance evaluation, and likely 
fired.  Nordstrom’s marketing is feckless, predicated upon a lack of understanding of who your 
customers are, what the LTV of those customers is, and who to prioritize and at what level in order to 
maximize returns.  I believe today that my “Level 3” standing means nothing more than my 
$Spent>Xthreshold. 
 
Nordstrom knows me no better today than they did we I began shopping there close to 20 years ago 
under my own credentials.   
 
Perhaps predicated by *****, Nordstrom seems unable to detach from its history as a purveyor of 
women’s shoes, hence why every man there must either wade through an entirety of materials about 
wedding dresses, jewelry, spa services, flowers…just about anything that isn’t related to me…before I 
find a single salient detail that may be. 
 
Your marketing is neither edgy nor is it compelling, so it is ignored.   
 
From my personal experience, I will cite the following opportunities: 
 

1.  HOLIDAY EVENTS:  I enjoy the holiday events, so I was dismayed when I received a text from my 
friend who was attending this past year’s event and I knew nothing about it.  His response, “Oh, 
it was buried under all this girl shit, you probably threw it out.” As a Level 3 shopper, why did I 
not receive a phone call from any of the many people whose personal book’s I appear in?  It 
should be easy, if your marketing department had a clue, to generate such a list and during the 
off hours when the same store sales are declining, have people reach out and touch base.  “Hey 
it’s me, haven’t heard from you about the holiday event…” 

2. CUSTOMER CENTRIC & PERSONAL SHOPPING:  I regularly shop 2-3 standard brands when it 
comes to both polos and dress shirts, and arguably, wear a small/medium (both limited sizes in 
your increasing pre-Weight Watchers sized departments).  I have never once received a phone 
call letting me know there were new KENZO polos ($180/each) in my size, nor BILLY REID, which 
I would gladly buy likely sight unseen. 

3. EMAIL MARKETING:  I regularly receive emails from Nordstrom offering me great deals on 
wrinkleless ugly pants and shirts that cost $30.  Have I purchased any of these ever, and is there 
any likelihood I would?  No.  This just adds to the reasons I ignore information coming from 
Nordstrom.  I don’t even know what wrinkleless pants are – when my pants are wrinkled they 
enjoy a brief vacay at the dry cleaners. 

4. CUSTOMER PRIORITY:  I have had two occasions where I’ve purchased full price jeans during 
one of your cattle-call sales which I normally avoid.  Again, as an L3 customer, making me wait 
extra time behind all of the sale-price jean alterations shows a real lack of customer 
understanding.  #1, I paid more, so don’t make me wait as long as the people that bought last 
year’s Bill Blass pleated acid wash bell bottoms.  #2, just know this, and when I ask for them to 
be available in less than 7 days, don’t offer the information that “I’m behind all of the 
_______sale alterations.” #3, I’m likely willing to pay the premium on said jeans because they 



are on trend and new…making me wait a week just means I have less chance of beating out a 
Kardashian for first to be photo’d in them. 

 
Lastly, I don’t quite understand where your buyers are at; they are either too high or not high enough 
and need to visit Uncle Ike’s.  I follow trends.  You are, with some select items in the designer section, 
leading but that’s a tiny market of fickle buyers. 
 
You then have the $30 wrinkleless shit, the visual minefield of Tommy Bahama occupying the center of 
the store, and the rest is either BBB (black, blue, bland) or a Robert Graham surprise pattern shirt in 
one-size fits-boxy. 
 
The mid-range day to day stuff is largely super-fucking boring and available in quantity in 3X, 2X, 1X, and 
nothing else.  In designer, my choices are a vest made with bubble wrap or a $700 t-shirt with a 
silkscreened tampon on the sleeve.  I don’t understand the point of view anymore.  You’re not mass 
market and the high end stuff makes me feel like you should just plop a store in the middle of Beverly 
Hills and sell to the Persian dudes.  The mid-range stuff makes me feel in the height of summer like I 
have seasonal affective disorder.   
 
It makes me even more and more desperate for those very few smalls/mediums available in the brands I 
like.  But the phone never rings and since the valet outside nearly crashed my new car the other day 
after failing three times to put it in park or turn it off, I don’t have much need to come down to be 
underwhelmed. 
 
Hope this helps.  I know it’s tough, but you asked for it.  I’m happy to follow-up.  It’s a bit tongue and 
cheek but you know me. 
 
JPK 
 


